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By Warren Peese, our 'sports Jocks always lose' Correspondent

  

In a shock move, Treasury Minister and LibDem pin up ginger rodent, Danny Alexander,
has challenged Alex Salmond to a square go.

  

The shock move came yesterday after Mr Alexander realised that, with Lib Dem support sinking
lower than third-class acommodation in the Titanic, it would be impossible to hold on to his seat
at Westminster in any form of democratic vote.

  

If accepted, it will mean that the normal democratic process is suspended for the Inverness,
Nairn, Badenoch & Strathspey seat, and that a winner takes all prize fight at the local Highland
Boxing Academy will decide the outcome.

      

Speaking of the challenge Mr Salmond stated: "I dont normally wish any harm to down and
outs, but on this occassion i'll be glad to make an exception and pound some economic sense
into Osbornes little creature."

  

Mr Alexander's only posible advantage is that, as a result of his close 'association' with the
Westminster leadership, he is now considered a Southpaw.

  

Lib Dem strategists were optimistic that the bout will be more favourable for them than an
election noting: "If we go to a vote we will get less than 6% of the vote. We're confident that in a
prize fight situation, Salmonds age and health will slow him enough that Danny can get 7% of
the points - a clear improvement on where we are at present.
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"We can only hope that Salmond gets a cold, or maybe stubs his toe getting out the bath before
the big event."

  

  Related items
  

The Huff Post : Danny Alexander 'Happy' To Fight Alex Salmond For Commons Seat

  

Comments
  

Due to the huge number of complaints, comments are no longer banned on BBC Scotlandshire
News pages.

  

{fcomment}
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http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/11/18/danny-alexander-lib-dems-alex-salmond_n_6177362.html?utm_hp_ref=uk-politics&amp;ir=UK+Politics

